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To,
The Chairman & managing Director,
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharati Tower II,
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi.

To,
Director - HR,
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharti,Tower II,
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi.

Subject: Maintaining Separate merit list with the agreed criteria
of 50% passing for departmental employees.

In our R&P meeting the above issue was discussed and agreed towards
on going fresh requirement for Al & A2 level. It was also brought to the
notice that minutes of meeting are not circulated and this unnecessarily
creates differences in claim towards agreed policies at local level.

Presently written test were conducted of Diploma holders to be recruited
at A2 level, as agreed common test was conducted but results of
departmental candidates were not displayed, We have brought this to
the notice of GGM-HRO,WOU, who was kind enough to give a patient
hearing and had also confirmed that he will surface the results of
departmental candidates separately.

Unfortunately, when the results are yet to be reflected, we understand
candidates are already intimated to report for personal interview, these
circumstances unnecessarily conceives rooms of burnt egos. Your
authority will certainly not dispute with as that opportunities of
recruitment will not keep repeating. Tenure & Direct Employees are
engaged in our key installation for last 9-20 years, gaining mileage of
experience, selection of these candidates who are very small in numbers,
would have only benefited the organization.

We once again request your esteemed authority to consider our
departmental candidates separately as agreed upon and declare their



results accordingly, any deviation will draw disputes and will compel
force us to stop further proceedings of recruitment process.

With regards.
T ing you,

faithfully,

(Pradeep Ma ekar)
General Secretary

GGM, Chief-ER, ONGC Negi Bhavan, Deharadoon. Uttaranchal.
GGM, Head HRD, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Deharadoon, Uttaranchal.
GGM, HRO,ONGC-WO\J,NSE Plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
CM(HR)R&P, ONGC-WOU,NSE Plaza, BKC, Bandra (E), Mumbai
CM (HR)-IR, ONGC-WOU, NSE plaza, BKC, Bandra (E) Mumbai


